
ISBNTitle AnnotationAuthor BindingReading_Recovery_Level

Picking Apples Margaret McNamara           

Reading 2007 Independent Leveled Reader Grade K Unit 6 Lesson 4 Advanced           

Curious George Makes Pancakes Margret Rey           

Curious George Goes to School Rey, Margret/ Rey, H. A.           

Curious George Goes to School Rey, Margret/ Rey, H. A.           

Snow Marion Dane Bauer           

Pinkalicious: School Rules! Mary had a little lamb, but Pinkalicious has a cooler companion: an imaginary unicorn named Goldie. Pinkalicious and her golden sidekick are taking school by storm. In the midst of all the fun and games, will they play by the rules?Kann, Victoria PB

Time For Puppy School Ooh la la-school starts in one week! Nancy can't wait to go back. But she will miss Frenchy very much. Nancy's loved playing with her favorite puppy all summer, but sometimes Frenchy can be a bit naughty. And when Frenchy gets into too much trouble, the Clancys decide that it's time for Frenchy to go to school too-puppy school!O'Connor, Jane PB

She Persisted: 13 American Women Who Changed The WorldChelsea Clinton introduces tiny feminists, mini activists and little kids who are ready to take on the world to thirteen inspirational women who never took no for an answer, and who always, inevitably and without fail, persisted . Throughout American history, there have always been women who have spoken out for what's right, even when they have to fight to be heard. In early 2017, Senator Elizabeth Warren's refusal to be silenced in the Senate inspired a spontaneous celebration of women who persevered in the face of adversity. In this book, Chelsea Clinton celebrates thirteen American women who helped shape our country through their tenacity, sometimes through speaking out, sometimes by staying seated, sometimes by captivating an audience. They all certainly persisted. She Persisted is for everyone who has ever wanted to speak up but has been told to quiet down, for everyone who has ever tried to reach for the stars but was told to sit down, and for everyone who has ever been made to feel unworthy or unimportClinton, Chelsea HC

Elephants Closeup Carla Litchfield           

At this Very Moment Jim Arnosky           

The Wall A boy and his father come from far away to visit the Vietnam War Memorial in Washington and find the name of the boy's grandfather, who was killed in the conflict.Bunting, Eve PB

Simple Science Experiments: Light and Sound Chris Oxlade           

Hello Numbers! What Can You Do? Harriss, Edmund/ Hughes, HoustonHC        

Red Rock Canyon plants Larry L Clinesmith           

CLIFFORD TAKES A TRIP Bridwell, Norman PB

Luke goes to bat           

Reading 2007 Little Big Book Grade K.06: A Bed for Winter           

Curious George Plants A Seed Curious George watches Jumpy the squirrel bury an acorn. He learns that Jumpy is storing food for later, George decides to do the same. The man with the yellow hat comes home to find the kitchen empty and its contents buried in the yard!Rey, H. A. PB

Reading 2007 Independent Leveled Reader Grade K Unit 2 Lesson 6 Advanced           

The Moon Human beings first set foot on the Moon on July 20, 1969, marking one of the most important events in the history of space exploration. Since then, scientists have continued to learn more about Earth?s sole natural satellite. Readers will learn what it is like to walk on the surface of the Moon and what role the satellite plays in the solar system. They will also find out how scientists first began studying the Moon and how they are continuing their exploration today..Taylor-Butler, Christine PB

Animal Babies Anne Miranda           

One Sunny Day Tammi Salzano           

Insects Trevor Johns           

Owl Moon JaneYolen           

My Life As A Native American Offers young readers a brief introduction to Native American cultures and traditions.Matzke, Ann H. PB

Clifford's Puppy Days: The Little Red Sled Edition: Reprint N/A           

Time to Eat! Carly Cane           

The Scarecrow This story reminds us of the comforting power of friendship and the joy of helping others - a tale that will inspire and delight children for generations to come. All the animals know not to mess with old Scarecrow. But when a small, scared crow falls from midair, Scarecrow does the strangest thing...he saves the tiny baby crow. Soon a loving bond grows between the two unlikely friends. But is it strong enough to weather the changing of the seasons?Ferry, Beth HC

Miss Malarkey Leaves No Reader Behind Principal Wiggins promises to dye his hair purple and sleep on the school roof if the students read 1,000 books. Miss Malarkey vows to find each of her students a book to love, but one video-game loving boy proves to be a challenge.Finchler, Judy PB

Drop It, Rocket Rocket, the beloved dog from the New York Times best-selling picture books How Rocket Learned to Read and Rocket Writes a Story, is back in a Step 1 leveled reader in which he is ready to find new words for his word tree with his teacher, the little yellow bird, but when he finds a red boot, he doesn't want to drop it, as his teacher instructs. .Hills, Tad PB

The Pigeon HAS To Go To School! Why does the Pigeon have to go to school? He already knows everything! And what if he doesn't like it? What if the teacher doesn't like him? What if he learns TOO MUCH!?! Ask not for whom the school bell rings; it rings for the Pigeon!Willems, Mo HC

Time to Play Cathy Rios           

Madeline Ludwig Bemelmans           

Goldilocks and the Three Bears           

Fly Guy Presents: Bats Learn all about bats with Fly Guy! It's time for a field trip! Fly Guy and Buzz are going into a bat cave to learn all about bats. With straightforward text, humorous asides, and kid-friendly full-bleed photographs throughout, young readers will love learning all about these nocturnal creatures. Award-winning author/illustrator Tedd Arnold really brings nonfiction to life for beginning readers! And this book has eye-catching holographic foil on the front cover!Arnold, Tedd PB

Where's That Insect Brenner, Barbara/ Chardiet, Bernice/ Schwartz, Carol (ILT)          

Charlie's New Friend Ree Drummond           

Where's Jane? Tanzania is full of places to explore and things to discover! Introduce your little one to all the magic and wonder found in nature in this interactive Explore & Find sturdy board book filled with engaging search-and-find matching games, counting, new vocabulary words, and rainforest scenes designed to educate and entertain little nature lovers. Find Jane Goodall's camp in the rainforest, learn all about the fascinating great apes that call the rainforests their home, help spot Jane's most beloved chimpanzees, and follow the trail to search for other animals Jane encountered in Gombe including leopards, baboons, monkeys, and hippos. Toddlers and preschoolers will love exploring the rainforest and learning about chimpanzees while practicing early math and conversation skills. A must for your little animal lover. Collect the entire Jane & Me series! When children learn about animals and the environment, they begin to understand that everything is connected -- and that they can make a difference in this world. JJaye Garnett           

Chicken Little and the Big Bad Wolf When Chicken Little runs into the Big Bad Wolf (literally), her first instinct is to fly, like the other chickens, but she decides to investigate instead--and finds that this particular wolf is not interested in eating chickens, he is just looking for a place to call home.Sam Wedelich           

Widget Lyn Rossiter McFarland           

Truth Or Lie: Dinosaurs! Dinosaur fanatics will love hunting down the TRUTH about their favorite prehistoric reptiles in this innovative new Science Reader series. Tyrannosaurus rex's closest living relative is the alligator, right? That's a LIE! The TRUTH is, the massive carnivore was actually more closely related to chickens!! Though this engaging early reader is 100% fun, 25% of it is FALSE! In a unique question-and-answer format, proficient readers are quizzed about dinosaurs to see if they can separate facts from "lies." The book's mascot--the Truth Sleuth--guides readers through this funny and fact-packed Step 3 Reader, which features photos and illustrations of dinosaurs and fossils, with funny, kid-appealing art by Michael Slack. Step 3 Readers feature engaging characters in easy-to-follow plots about popular topics, for children who are ready to read on their own.Perl, Erica S. PB

Chicks and Salsa Aaron Reynolds           

I Am Quick! Reed Pace           

People who Help Susan Calder           

We Can Go! Buckner, Sjeri           



Miss Feline's Unusual Pets Thompson, Lisa PB

Count to 100 You can count to 100 by ones and twos. Can you count to 100 by fives or tens?Katy Pike, Garda Turner           

Amazing Arachnids Lucy Floyd, Wendy Smith           

The Wonky Donkey Kids will love this cumulative and hysterical read-aloud that features a free downloadable song! "I was walking down the road and I saw . . . A donkey, Hee Haw! And he only had three legs! He was a wonky donkey." Children will be in fits of laughter with this perfect read-aloud tale of an endearing donkey. By the book's final page, readers end up with a spunky, hanky-panky, cranky, stinky, dinky, lanky, honky-tonky, winky wonky donkey!Smith, Craig PB

Autumn leaves are falling Maria Fleming; illustrated by  Melissa Sweet          

Stand tall, Molly Lou Melon Patty Lovell           

My Dad! Steve Smallman           

Ice Skating Fun! Katherine Scraper           

Pecan Pie Baby All anyone wants to talk about with Mama is the new "ding-dang baby" that's on the way, and Gia is getting sick of it! If her new sibling is already such a big deal, what's going to happen to Gia's nice, cozy life with Mama once the baby is born?Woodson, Jacqueline PB

Pete the Cat Eric Litwin           

Looking At Soil Rosenbaum, Judith PB

The Bad Seed From New York Times bestselling author Jory John comes the charming story of the Bad Seed, a grumpy and mischievous character who may not be so bad after all.John, Jory HC

The Bad Seed From New York Times bestselling author Jory John comes the charming story of the Bad Seed, a grumpy and mischievous character who may not be so bad after all.John, Jory HC

Animals in Nature K.C. Childs           

I Go Up and Down Max Greene           

Dinosaurs Grace Maccarone           

See, Hear, Touch, Taste, Smell (Level F) Berger, Melvin PB

First Day of School Mrs. Madoff's students compare notes about getting ready for their first day of school after vacation.Rockwell, Anne HC

USBORNE HISTORY OF THE 20TH CE Hopkinson, Christina and Dennis, PeterPB

A Small Baby Raccoon Not Available (NA)           

Clifford Helen Delaney           

Deadly Predators Camilla De la Bédoyère           

Classic Clifford stories Norman Bridwell           

I Hear a Pickle (and Smell, See, Touch, and Taste It, Too!) Rachel Isadora           

Do You Like Rain? Cynthia Swain           

Butterfly Indicates the different stages in the life cycle of a butterfly.Canizares, Susan PB

Clifford And The Grouchy Neighbors Emily Elizabeth's neighbors seem to be very bad-tempered until Clifford finally becomes their friend.Bridwell, Norman PB

I Know a Wee Piggy Kim Norman           

Rigby E-Assessment Owen           

Hop In! Small-Gamby, Julie PB

Margret & H.A. Rey's Curious George and the Pizza Party Cynthia Platt           

Owls Liza Charlesworth           

The Big Bug Scott Foresman           

Sharks Photographs and easy text introduce sharks, their habitats, and behaviors, as well as detailing a few of the more than 350 varieties of sharks.Guiberson, Brenda Z. PB

Bear Goes to Town Reed Pace           

Lions at Lunchtime (Magic Tree House - Bk. 11) Mary Pope Osborne           

Funny Bone Stitt, Christopher PB

Penguins Close Up Lorna Hendry           

Christmas Wishes Mark Marderosian, Gail Herman           

Ice Cream Shop Steve really wants an ice cream cone, but he can't seem to figure out how to get one... until Wessley comes along to the rescue. Readers will love being in on the joke as Steve struggles to get what he wants. This hilarious new reader series introduces Steve and Wessley, two friends who always seem to get into the silliest situations!Morris, Jennifer E. PB

Ants [Scholastic] Margaret Hall           

Pete The Cat And The New Guy Pete the Cat and his animal friends welcome Gus the Platypus, who discovers his own special talent.Dean, Kimberly and James HC

How Rude! 10 Real Bugs Who Wouldn't Mind Their MannersSome bugs litter. Some pass gas. Some even throw their poop! Discover ten of the rudest, crudest bugs around. Full of scientific facts, humor and just the right amount of yuck, How Rude! will make you scream "gross!" Featuring a countdown of the top 10 bad bugs who just won't mind their manners. One part illustration and one part photography, How Rude! is hilarious, informative, and seriously gross!Montgomery, Heather L. PB

Safe House Cooper, Kasey           

Food for a Day Millicent McGhee           

The Dandelion Seed Joseph Patrick Anthony           

Lola At The Library In a cozy celebration of books and the people who love them, Lola is excited because it is Tuesday and that means Lola and her mommy are headed to the library today.McQuinn, Anna PB



Snails and Slugs Jill Mcdougall           

Jack And The Snackstalk Princess heads to Moldylocks's house for movie night. Moldy's cousin Jack comes, too. He brings pink jelly beans for a snack. But Princess doesn't like pink, so she throws the jelly beans out the window. Soon, the beans sprout into a huge pillar of snacks! The three friends climb up the snackstalk and find themselves in Snackland! It is filled with pizza-roll hills, nacho-cheese rivers, and there's even a golden egg roll in a snack-filled castle! The problem is there's also a GIANT in that castle! Will Princess and her friends ever escape Snackland?Jones, Noah Z. PB

Jenny's Faraway Family PB

The Tangle Fairly Seema Barker           

The Legend of the Indian Paintbrush Tomie DePaola           

Eeyore Finds Friends Isabel Gaines           

Potluck Supper Pam Fraser           

Duck Quacks Jen and her pet duck have fun together!Katherine Scraper           

Math Magic Hirschmann, Kris           

Reading 2007 Independent Leveled Reader Grade K Unit 5 Lesson 2 Advanced           

Rabbits & Raindrops Jim Arnosky           

Life In A Swamp Douglas, Joshua PB

Animals and Their Babies Jan Dree           

Less Than Zero While trying to save enough money to buy a new ice scooter, Perry the Penguin learns about managing his money and about negative numbers.Murphy, Stuart J. PB

Rigby E-Assessment Owen           

Little Quack Grade K. Lauren Thompson           

Up, Up, Down Despite the warnings of her mother and father, Anna persists in trying to climb things, until she gets stuck in the top of a tree and needs their help to get down.Munsch, Robert PB

Look at the Dog Marco Swan           

SunLit Fluency Readers Donatella Chiarenza           

Hooray, a Pinata!. Elisa Kleven           

Good Food All Year Long Roberto Pablo           

Pete The Cat And The Lost Tooth When the tooth fairy takes the night off, it's up to Pete the Cat to step in. But it's not easy being the tooth fairy when a tooth goes missing!Dean, James PB

Beatrice's Goat A young girl's dream of attending school in her small Ugandan village is fulfilled after her family is given an income-producing goat. Based on a true story about the work of Project Heifer International.Mcbrier, Page. HC

The Good Egg A follow-up to The Bad Seed finds a good egg striving to do everything right while the other eggs in his carton prove themselves rather rotten, a distinction that leads him to crack under the pressure of always being Grade-A perfect.John, Jory HC

Too Many Kangaroo Things To Do! A surprise birthday party planned for a kangaroo by his friends provides many opportunities for the reader to add and multiply various things.Murphy, Stuart J. PB

Animal Families Bonnie McKenna           

Planet Uranus Located 1.7 billion miles away from Earth, Uranus resembles a blue-green sphere floating in the distance. Readers will find out which gases make up the bulk of this faraway planet and why it has only been visited by spacecraft a single time. They will also learn about Uranus?s more than two dozen moons and discover how scientists are working to learn more about this remarkable planet..Taylor-Butler, Christine PB

Rocky Zang In The Amazing Mr. Magic Rocky is perfecting the tricks for his magic show when Judy Moody offers to be his assistant. Rocky agrees, but it turns out that Judy - or Stella the Spectacular as she calls herself - is the most UN-spectacular assistant ever. When she gets ketchup all over the magic rabbit, the Amazing Mr. Magic has had enough! Is Rocky's magic good enough to mend his and Judy's friendship?McDonald, Megan PB

Where are We? Bonnie Gerard           

The Red Bird Lobes, Jim           

Sir Pete The Brave New York Times bestselling author and artist James Dean brings readers a new story about the most gallant cat around-Pete! This time Pete is a knight on an adventure to save a pal in Pete the Cat: Sir Pete the Brave . When Lady Callie, the most awesome harpist in all the land, goes missing, it's up to Sir Pete to save her. But when he ends up trapped in a dragon's lair, Lady Callie might have to do the saving.Dean, James PB

Curious George and the Dumptruck Rey, H. A./ Rey, Margret/ Webster's II Dictionaries (EDT)          

Dinner at Home Kate Pistone           

The Train Trip Emily Banks           

Butterflies [Scholastic] Fran Howard           

The Couch Potato The Couch Potato has everything he needs within reach of his sunken couch cushion. But when the electricity goes out, Couch Potato is forced to peel himself away from the comforts of his living room and venture outside. And when he does, he realizes fresh air and sunshine could be just the things he needs... Readers of all ages will laugh along as their new best spuddy learns that balancing screen time and playtime is the root to true happiness.John, Jory HC

Stop, Quinn, Stop Balahmira, Zak           

Curious George Goes To A Costume Party Curious George inadvertently causes a sensation at his first Halloween costume party when he scares the partygoers and they think he's a ghost.Rey, Margret and H.A. PB

Fancy Nancy: Splendid Speller Nancy loves spelling, and she prides herself in being really good at it. Young readers will relate to Nancy's dilemma when she finds herself unexpectedly stumped on a spelling test.O'Connor, Jane PB

Just A Duck? A companion to Hey, Duck! finds Duck trying out activities that Cat enjoys, but Duck soon learns that such pursuits as climbing trees and swatting at leaves are unexpectedly tricky.Bramsen, Carin HC

Gus And His Bus Foresman, Scott           

All about Bats (Celebration Press Ready Readers) Jennifer Jacobson           

All about Bats (Celebration Press Ready Readers) Jennifer Jacobson           

The Silly Looking Thing Sakmar-sullivan, Eva M. HC        

Get Up! Marilyn Fenlon           

The Three Little Pugs Princess Pink has to shut down a shady car dealership run by the Three Little Pugs! This series is part of Scholastic's early chapter book line called Branches, which is aimed at newly independent readers. With easy-to-read text, high-interest content, fast-paced plots, and illustrations on every page, these books will boost reading confidence and stamina. Branches books help readers grow! In the Land of Fake-Believe, Princess Pink meets the Three Little Pugs--the trickiest car dealers in town. They sold Scaredy-Pants Wolf an actual lemon instead of a car! Princess and her friend Moldylocks must work together to get their friend his money back. Princess will have to use her new karate moves to block, chop, and kick down this shady business for good!Jones, Noah Z. PB

Birds In Your Backyard Describes the physical characteristics, habits, and natural environment of various North American birds and provides tips for observing backyard birds.Herkert, Barbara PB



SunLit Fluency Readers Nicoletta Costa           

Between Us And Abuela: A Family Story From The Border Traveling with her mother and brother on Christmas to spend a short visit with her grandmother on the fence border between California and Mexico, young Maria plans a clever way to deliver an oversized gift that will not fit through the fence slats. By the award-winning author of Rickshaw Girl. Illustrations.Perkins, Mitali HC

Can't Sleep           

Bronco and Friends: a Party to Remember Tim Tebow           

Magic Tree House 4 Book Set, Dingoes at Dinnertime, Civil War on Sunday, Revolutionary War on Wednesday, Twister on Tuesday (20, 21, 22, 23)Mary Pope Osborne           

HELLO SCHOOL! Poems celebrate the joys of the classroom, focusing on common objects from glue and scissors to the teacher's desk.Lillegard, Dee HC

Reading 2007 Independent Leveled Reader Grade K Unit 4 Lesson 2 Advanced           

The Wonders of Summer Kealy Connor Lonning           

The Wonders of Summer Kealy Connor Lonning           

The Wonders of Summer Kealy Connor Lonning           

Hello, First Grade Ryder, Joanne/ Lewin, Betsy (ILT)           

Dry Bones and Other Fossils Parker, Gary E./ Choug, Jonathan (ILT)          

Family Dinner Cal Ryan           

Thanksgiving Jane Frances           

Race Day (Scott Foresman Reading Street, K.5.5.) Olivia Suez           

With Love, from Me to You           

THE SNOWY DAY Keats Ezra Jack           

The Silent Owl In the deep, dark forest lives a silent owl. The forest animals are worried about Owl, but he has a few surprises up his sleeve! Children's tale in a padded board book.Clemency Pearce           

A Lot of Hats John L. Shefelbine, Tony Griego           

Marlon Bundo's A Day in the Life of the Vice President           

Ten Minute Stories Simply retold and wonderfully illustrated, Ten-minute Stories is a bumper book brings together charming tales that children aged 7+ will enjoy. With more than 50 stories, each taking about 10 minutes to read, the easy-to-read text allows independent readers or older children to read aloud with confidence. The book is split into 10 sections: Wisdom and Fortune, Craftiness and Cunning, Animal Adventures, Lads and Lasses, Heroic Deeds, Amazing Adventures, Rags and Riches, Love and Friendship, Royal Tales, and Enchantment and Sorcery.MILES KELLY           

Scary Sharks Camilla De la Bédoyère           

Bunny Town Helpers Fran Anita           

Dangerous Animals Rebecca Gilpin           

Animal Babies Around The House (Board Books) Baby animals describe themselves and ask readers to guess who the type of animal their mother is.Weber, Vicky HC

The Royal Tea Party Pinkalicious throws a tea party to celebrate her crowning of Goldie as Princess Goldilicious, but when Peter has ideas of his own, the perfect party could be in jeopardy.Kann, Victoria PB

The Night Before Groundhog Day What's special about February 2nd? It's Groundhog Day--the latest occasion to be celebrated in Natasha Wing's best-selling series. The anticipation is building: Will the groundhog see his shadow? Will there be six more weeks of winter? Get ready for this festive occasion with the countdown to Groundhog Day in this fun, rhyming story told in the style of Clement C. Moore's holiday poem.Wing, Natasha PB

What If You Had An Animal Tail? What if you woke up one morning and you had sprouted a tail overnight? What If You Had An Animal Tail? -- the next imaginative book in the What If You Had series -- explores what would happen if you looked in the mirror and saw that you had an animal tail! From a peacock's showstopping tail to a scorpion's dangerous stinger, discover what it would be like if you had one of these special tails -- and find out why your own tailbone is just the right one for you!Markle, Sandra PB

Rex's Box Doyle, Mary Pat           

Chamelia and the New Kid in Class Ethan Long           

Extraordinary Jane Hannah E. Harrison           

Splat the Cat Takes the Cake Rob Scotton           

SunLit Fluency Readers Agostino Traini           

Pete the Cat James Dean           

Seeds, Seeds, Seeds Seeds come in many sizes and grow many kinds of plants.Jane Andrews           

The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Tennessee           

Big Sister, Little Monster Andria Warmflash Rosenbaum           

From Seeds To Plants Foresman, Scott           

Our Sun, Our Weather White, Nancy PB

We Go Together           

Fast Or Slow? Carrie Smith           

The Amazing Ocean William Johns           

Skippyjon Jones Judith Byron Schachner           

Hats Maisy Flicker           

We Like the Playground James Gee           

Pete The Cat And His Four Groovy Buttons Litwin, Eric           

Baby Bird "All birds are born to fly," thinks Baby Bird, watching the other hatchlings leave the nest. "I suppose it's now or never..." But one of Baby's wings is twisted and shrunken and not at all like the other one. Instead of flying, Baby plummets to the ground. There, Baby makes a new friend, and learns that sometimes you have to find unexpected ways to achieve your dreams. A moving story about the power of friendship and the importance of accepting yourself just the way you are, this lovely watercolor picture book shows how friends can help you overcome difficulty.Gibbs, Andrew HC



Pete the Cat Rocking in My School Shoes Eric Litwin           

If I Built a Car Chris Van Dusen           

Rigby E-Assessment Owen           

Silly Goose Marni McGee           

Reading 2007 Independent Leveled Reader Grade K Unit 5 Lesson 3 Advanced           

We Can Photos show children and animals doing the same things.Cynthia Swain           

A House for Hermit Crab Eric Carle           

No Snow! Sharon Fear           

Glow-In-The-Dark Halloween Bridwell, Norman           

How Do Dinosaurs Go to School? Jane Yolen           

Reading 2007 Listen to Me Reader Grade K Unit 5 Lesson 1 Below Level           

Bunny's Book Club Annie Silvestro           

Bunny's Book Club Annie Silvestro           

If I Built a School In this exuberant companion to If I Built a Car , a boy fantasizes about his dream school--from classroom to cafeteria to library to playground. My school will amaze you. My school will astound. By far the most fabulous school to be found! Perfectly planned and impeccably clean. On a scale, 1 to 10, it's more like 15! And learning is fun in a place that's fun, too. If Jack built a school, there would be hover desks and pop-up textbooks, skydiving wind tunnels and a trampoline basketball court in the gym, a robo-chef to serve lunch in the cafeteria, field trips to Mars, and a whole lot more. The inventive boy who described his ideal car and house in previous books is dreaming even bigger this time.Van Dusen, Chris HC

Animal Friends Jenna Thorn           

The Woodpecker Pam Fraser           

Count Down to Fall Hawk, Fran/ Neidigh, Sherry (ILT)           

Count Down to Fall Hawk, Fran/ Neidigh, Sherry (ILT)           

Snow Leopard           

Blow, Snow, Blow Looking forward to having fun in the snow with his friends, Splat the Cat decides he cannot wait for the snow to start falling and takes matters into his own paws with hilarious results, in a story complemented by skill-building phonics components.Scotton, Rob PB

Get Set For A Pet Hen Giambiccolo, Gianni           

Reading 2007 Independent Leveled Reader Grade K Unit 4 Lesson 5 Advanced           

The Return of Thelma the Unicorn Aaron Blabey           

Pete the Cat: Five Little Pumpkins Pete the Cat takes on the classic favorite children's song "Five Little Pumpkins" in the New York Times best-selling author/illustrator's rocking celebration of Halloween. 150,000 first printing.Dean, James HC

Lion Lessons Jon Agee           

Foods that Grow Marie Stone           

Earthworm Soutter-Perrot, Andrienne/ Delessert, Etienne (ILT)          

Desert Homes Justin McCory Martin           

The Class Reynolds, Beatrice           

Wake Up, Groundhog! Susanna Leonard Hill           

Jason's Bus Ride Jason becomes a hero when he takes a bus ride.Ziefert, Harriet PB

Junie B. Jones and the Stupid Smelly Bus Barbara Park           

The Magic School Bus Lost In The Solar System On a special field trip in the magic school bus, Ms. Frizzle's class goes into outer space and visits each planet in the solar system.Cole, Joanna PB

The Magic School Bus Lost In The Solar System On a special field trip in the magic school bus, Ms. Frizzle's class goes into outer space and visits each planet in the solar system.Cole, Joanna PB

Thank You, Brother Bear Baumann, Hans/ Carle, Eric (ILT)           

Green Eggs And Ham It takes much effort before Sam-I-am can convince another person to try green eggs and ham.Dr. Seuss HC

SCHOOL PB

Hello Kitty's Family Trip Kris Hirschmann           

Sharks! Discusses the physical characteristics, behavior, and life cycle of sharks.Schreiber, Anne PB

My Dog Talks A young boy describes how his new dog Sam talks to him, how they play together, and what pals they are.Herman, Gail PB

How Many on the Log? (Scott Foresman Reading Sydnie Meltzer Kleinhenz           

Who Made These Tracks? Tammi J. Salzano           

The Story Of Ferdinand Ferdinand likes to sit quietly and smell the flowers, but one day he gets stung by a bee and his snorting and stomping convince everyone that he is the fiercest of bulls.Leaf, Munro PB

The Snowy Day The adventures of a little boy in the city on a very snowy day.Keats, Ezra Jack PB

Junie B., First Grader: Cheater Pants Meet the World's Funniest First Grader--Junie B. Jones! With over 50 million books in print, Barbara Park's New York Times bestselling chapter book series, Junie B. Jones, is a classroom favorite and has been keeping kids laughing--and reading--for over 20 years! In the 21st Junie B. Jones book, Junie B. has all the answers when it comes to cheating. It's just plain wrong! But what about copying someone else's homework? That's not cheating, right? 'Cause homework isn't even a test! And speaking of tests . . . what if a friend shares an answer that you didn't even ask for? Sharing definitely isn't cheating . . . is it? Uh-oh. Maybe this cheating business is more complicated than Junie B. thought. Could she be a cheater pants and not even know it? USA TODAY : "Junie B. is the darling of the young-reader set." Publisher's Weekly : "Park convinces beginning readers that Junie B.--and reading--are lots of fun." Kirkus Reviews : "Junie's swarms of young fans will continue to delight in her unique take on the world.Park, Barbara PB

All About Owls Presents an introduction to the nighttime world of owls, and addresses such questions as why their eyes are so big, where they stay during the daytime, and what they eat.Arnosky, Jim. PB

Junie B. Jones Is A Party Animal Junie B. can't wait for Lucille's sleep over party. But before her parents will let her go, Junie B. has to learn all the rules of spending the night.Park, Barbara PB



Annie and Snowball and the Dress-up Birthday Cynthia Rylant           

The Recess Queen Mean Jean is the biggest bully on the school playground until a new girl arrives and challenges Jean's status as the Recess Queen.O'Neill, Alexis HC

Happy! Grammy Award winner Pharrell Williams's super-hit song "Happy" is now a picture book Nominated for an Academy Award in 2014, "Happy" hit number one on Billboard's Hot 100 list, and has topped the charts in more than seventy-five countries worldwide. Now Pharrell Williams brings his beloved song to the youngest of readers in photographs of children across cultures celebrating what it means to be happy. All the exuberance of the song pulses from these vibrant photographs of excited, happy kids. This is a picture book full of memorable, precious childhood moments that will move readers in the same way they were moved by the song. "Happy" has had the world dancing ever since it first hit the airwaves, and now the irresistibly cheerful tune will come to life on the page with Pharrell Williams's very first picture book! A keepsake and true classic in the making.Williams, Pharrell HC

The Shape of the Things Dayle Ann Dodds           

Gobi for Little Ones "Bring home the incredible true story of a friendship so strong that it crosses the globe! Families everywhere will be delighted by the tale of Gobi, a little dog living all alone in China's Gobi Desert, and Dion Leonard, a successful ultramarathon runner."--Back cover.Dion Leonard           

Deck the Halls (Clifford the Big Red Dog)           

Clifford's Halloween Clifford, the big red dog, and his young master think of possible costumes for the Halloween festivities.Bridwell, Norman

Itchy, Itchy Chicken Pox Peppy rhymes present the humorous side to a common ailment.Maccarone, Grace PB

A Rainbow Of My Own Colorful watercolor illustrations enhance the story of a little boy's attempts to catch a rainbowFreeman, Don PB

A Chair For My Mother A child, her waitress mother, and her grandmother save dimes to buy a comfortable armchair after all their furniture is lost in a fire.Williams, Vera B. PB

Owl Moon On a winter's night under a full moon, a father and daughter trek into the woods to see the Great Horned Owl.Yolen, Jane HC

It was Here! I bunny rabbit takes the vegetables that a boy had planted.Cynthia Swain           

Alice the Fairy David Shannon           

Clifford's ABC Clifford tells the children what words begin with a particular letter of the alphabet.Bridwell, Norman PB

Growing Up in Aztec Times Wood, Marion/ Hook, Richard (ILT)          

Princess Peppa And The Royal Ball An approaching royal ball finds Peppa Pig inviting guests, cleaning the castle, decorating the ballroom and helping the royal baker prepare tasty treats in her efforts to organize a night to remember before time runs out.Scholastic, Eds. PB

The Cows Are In The Corn Everyone in the family is upset when the farm animals get into the crops, but Mother remains calm and knows just what to do.Young, James PB

Dr. Seuss's ABC An alphabet book with zany drawings and nonsensical verse provides an entertaining way for small children to learn the letters and their sounds.Dr. Seuss HC

Junie B. Jones And That Meanie Jim's Birthday The irrepressible Junie B. Jones returns in her sixth adventure as she sets out to even the score when she is not invited to Jim's birthday party.Park, Barbara PB

The Grouchy Ladybug A grouchy ladybug, looking for a fight, challenges everyone she meets regardless of their size or strength.Carle, Eric PB

The Grouchy Ladybug A grouchy ladybug, looking for a fight, challenges everyone she meets regardless of their size or strength.Carle, Eric PB

Tucker's best school day Susan Winget           

Let's Make Something New Economos, Christine PB

Leaves David Ezra Stein           

The Doorbell Rang Ma makes a dozen cookies for Victoria and Sam to share, but the arrival of more and more friends means fewer cookies for each child.Hutchins, Pat PB

Scholastic literacy place Carle Eric           

How Big Is A Foot? The King wants to give the Queen something special for her birthday. The Queen has everything, everything except a bed. The trouble is that no one in the Kingdom knows the answer to a very important question: How Big is a Bed? because beds at the time had not yet been invented. The Queen's birthday is only a few days away. How can they figure out what size the bed should be?Myller, Rolf PB

Macmillan McGraw-Hill Treasures           

Bud The Mud Bug Jordan, Alex           

Junie B. Jones Loves Handsome Warren Junie B. Jones falls in love with the new boy in her kindergarten class.Park, Barbara PB

Corduroy Don Freeman           

Just A Mess A boy cleans up his messy room to try to find his baseball mitt.Mayer, Mercer PB

The Snowman Based on Raymond Briggs's classic, this beautifully illustrated Step Into Reading book describes the exciting things that happen to James and his magical snowman.Briggs, Raymond PB

Pete The Cat And His Magic Sunglasses Pete the Cat wakes up feeling grumpy-nothing seems to be going his way. But with the help of some magic sunglasses, Pete learns that a good mood has been inside him all along. Fans of Pete the Cat will love watching him take his positive outlook and transform a grumpy day into an awesome day!Dean, James and Dean, Kimberly HC

The Night Before First Grade Natasha Wing           

Junie B. Jones Is A Beauty Shop Guy Barbara Park           

Spider Names Uses photographs and simple text to explain how different species of spiders got their names.Canizares, Susan PB

Have You Seen My Cat Carle, Eric           

The Pout-pout Fish Goes to School Deborah Diesen           

Junie B. Jones Is A Beauty Shop Guy After her first trip to a beauty parlor Junie decides she wants to work there, and she practices on her bunny slippers, her dog, and herself with disastrous results.Park, Barbara PB

Do Not Spill! Albrecht, Megan           

Junie B. Jones And The Yucky Blucky Fruitcake Junie, a spunky, sometimes exasperating, kindergartener, looks forward to winning lots of prizes at the school carnival, but a fruit cake was not exactly what she had in mind.Park, Barbara PB

How the Bear Lost His Tail Kate Pistone           

CLIFFORD'S BIRTHDAY PARTY Bridwell, Norman PB

Clifford Helps Santa Norman Bridwell           

"What Is That?" Said The Cat An assortment of animals tries different ways to get a big box open, only to be VERY surprised by what is inside.Maccarone, Grace PB

In a pumpkin shell: Over 20 pumpkin projects for kids Jennifer Storey Gillis           



Personal Space Camp Cook, Julia/ Hartman, Carrie (ILT)           

Endangered Closeup Lorna Hendry           

Math Curse When the teacher tells her class that they can think of almost everything as a math problem, one student acquires a math anxiety that becomes a real curse.Scieszka, Jon HC

From Egg To Chicken Legg, Gerald PB

Dragons Love Tacos Adam Rubin           

I See Orange Easy-to-read text with full-color photographs introduce young readers to the color orange.Micco, Trudy PB

Reading 2007 Independent Leveled Reader Grade K Unit 6 Lesson 1 Advanced           

Junie B. Jones and her Big Fat Mouth (Junie B. Jones #3)           

Great Migrations Amazing Animal Journeys Based on the highly-acclaimed National Geographic Channel special, these high-interest readers blend amazing images with incredible stories of the perilous journeys some animals must take in order to survive, inviting readers to follow the fascinating migration paths of some of nature's most driven creatures, including butterflies, whales, elephants, zebras and others. Level 3 readers are perfect for kids who are reading on their own and are ready for a more challenging vocabulary and richer text.Marsh, Laura PB

Max and the Tag-along Moon Floyd Cooper           

Max and the Tag-along Moon Floyd Cooper           

Rainy day alphabet book (Beginning literacy) Jackie Posner           

Curious Critters Fitzsimmons, David           

Junie B. Jones Has A Monster Under Her Bed When Paulie Allen Puffer tells Junie B. that there's a drooling monster under her bed, she can imagine the monster creeping onto her pillow at night, putting her head in his mouth. Thanks to Paulie, poor Junie is having her worst-est night ever!Park, Barbara PB

Snow Snow makes a wonderful playland for boys and girls.Mckie, Roy HC

As an Oak Tree Grows G. Brian Karas           

Kim's Garden Anne Miranda           

Pigs Will Be Pigs The hungry Pig family searches their house to find enough money to go out to eat at their favorite restaurant, in a fun-filled story that teaches youngsters the basics of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division.Axelrod, Amy HC

Where Did They Go? Judy Nayer           

Fox In Socks A collection of tongue twisters for the young reader to read alone.Dr. Seuss HC

Civil War on Sunday Mary Pope Osborne; illustrated by  Sal Murdocca          

Hi, Fly Guy! While out on a search to find the perfect creature to bring to "The Amazing Pet Show," a young boy encounters a friendly fly who is more than happy to lend him a hand, in an amusing tale about a very unlikely friendship.Arnold, Tedd PB

Clifford's Happy Easter After dying Easter eggs, Clifford's owner has a very colorful dream.Bridwell, Norman

I Am Whole "I Am Whole is a delightful picture book to celebrate children of mixed backgrounds and cultures. Written with love to embrace the differences that come with being multi-racial, including language, family and cultural traditions. This book encourages children to embrace their diversity and recognise that such differences make us whole. A fun rhythmic read aimed at children aged 0-7."--Amazon.comShola Oz           

Apples Jenne Simon           

I See Blue, Red, Yellow (Scott Foresman Reading: On- Level Reader 1) 1.1Eva Gabrielle           

One Night Carter, Jackie           

Back To School Tortoise Summer is over and Tortoise must summon the courage to go back to school.George, Lucy M. HC

Read to Tiger S. J. Fore           

FROG'S LUNCH Lillegard, Dee PB

FROG'S LUNCH Lillegard, Dee PB

Wind Parkes, Brenda PB

Great Tulip Trade In Holland in the 1600s, a birthday gift of eight precious tulip bulbs is traded into livestock, furniture, and a valuable painting. Step Into Reading Step 3.Brust, Beth PB

Two Can Do It! Photographs and simple text present various things that people can do together, including reading, playing, and hugging.Canizares, Susan and Betsey ChessenPB

Snakes A simple introduction to snakes and some of their characteristics.Macken, JoAnn Early PB

Snow! Hollander, Cass PB

What Santa can't do Douglas Wood           

Charlie's Snow Day Ree Drummond           

Where The Wild Things Are A naughty little boy, sent to bed without his supper, sails to the land of the wild things where he becomes their king.Sendak, Maurice PB

Pete The Cat Pete the cat goes walking down the street wearing his brand-new white shoes. Along the way, his shoes change from white to red to blue to brown to wet as he steps in piles of strawberries, blueberries, and other big messes.Litwin, Eric HC

Bugs, Bugs, Bugs! Photographs and simple text show some of the diversity found in anatomies of insects.Reid, Mary PB

Clark the Shark Bruce Hale           

Working Simple text and photographs present a variety of familiar occupations.Vanvoorst, Jennifer PB

Curious George Visits The Zoo Curious George visits the zoo and manages to both cause trouble and make up for it in his inimitable fashion.Rey, H. A. and Margret

A Small Trip Latham, Donna           

Junie B., First Grader: Aloha-Ha-Ha! Excitable Junie B. Jones manages to find trouble, both before and during a trip to Hawaii, and records each incident in a photo journal given to her by her teacher.Park, Barbara PB

Arthur's Teacher Trouble Marc Brown's stories and drawings tell about Arthur's experiences at home, at school, and at camp. Each story promotes kindness, responsibility, and cooperation.Brown, Marc PB



Three Pigs And A Gingerbread Man Three pigs spend their days baking and having fun until a wolf begins to pester them, but the wolf is no match for their gingerbread man.Robinson, Hilary and Simona SanfilippoPB

Vanda's First Day Mark Sperring           

Reading Intervention           

BAA CHOO Sarah Weeks           

The Gruffalo A quick-witted mouse, alone and defenseless against a forest full of predators, invents a beast named the "gruffalo" with terrible claws, tusks, and jaws to ward off his determined foes.Donaldson, Julia PB

Nature Park Anne Miranda           

Scholastic Clubs Animal Kingdom Pack (5 X PB QAL Titles) Ian Smith           

Scholastic Clubs Animal Kingdom Pack (5 X PB QAL Titles) Ian Smith           

I Like My Friends Katherine Scraper           

A tooth story Margaret McNamara           

Willie's Wonderful Pet Willie's unusual pet helps make the class Pet Day a success.Cebulash, Mel PB

Reading 2007 Listen to Me Reader Grade K Unit 3 Lesson 2 Below Level           

Panda House Marie Stone           

DK Watch Me Grow Panda (Featuring Jing Jing, mascot of the Beijing Olympics)Fleur Star, Lorrie Mack           

On Earth Take a journey into space to explore the earth's rotation, the various seasons, weather patterns, the process of day turning into night, and more through simple text and bold illustrations. An ALA Notable Book.Karas, G. Brian PB

A Pet For Pete When Pete gets a goldfish, Goldie, he decides to paint a picture of his new pet. Word spreads of Pete's cool paintings, and soon everyone wants one. But Pete doesn't have enough time to make one for everyone in town. With a little help from his mom, Pete finds the perfect solution so that everyone can enjoy a Goldie painting and Pete has time to finish his homework! A Pet for Pete is a My First I Can Read Book, which means it's perfect for shared reading with a child. Fans of Pete the Cat will delight in this hilarious I Can Read tale featuring the grooviest cat, Pete!Dean, James and Kimberly PB

Last Day Blues It's the last week of school, and Mrs. Hartwell's class is excited to leave for summer vacation. The only problem is that the kids don't want their teacher to miss them while they're gone. Once again Julie Danneberg and Judy Love bring to life the crazy antics of Mrs. Hartwell and her class and show that teachers and students are more alike than different.Danneberg, Julie PB

LITTLES 04: THE LITTLES GET TRAPPED Slater, Teddy and Peterson, John PB

The Grinny Granny Donkey From the internationally bestselling creators of The Wonky Donkey comes a third member of the family! There was a sweet donkey who lived on the heath. She was so funny with her false teeth... Hee Haw! Another sequel to the laugh-out-loud viral sensation, The Wonky Donkey, is here! This time, readers will meet Dinky Donkey's grandma: a grinny granky plunky-plinky swanky clinky-clanky zonky dunky-drinky clunky donkey! Brought to life by Craig Smith's signature playful verses and Katz Cowley's charming illustrations, The Grinny Granny Donkey is just as much fun as her offspring.Smith, Craig PB

Sharing Our Earth Parkes, Brenda PB

Pete The Cat: Old Macdonald Had A Farm Pete the cat learns the sounds of the different farm animals in this twist on the classic song.Dean, James HC

What Is An Insect? Uses photographs and simple text to explain the definition of an insect.Canizares, Susan PB

Peter Rabbit Potter, Beatrix/ Thornton, Cindy (ILT)          

Fly Guy Presents: Insects Learn all about insects with Fly Guy and Buzz! Fly Guy and Buzz are ready for their next field trip! And in FLY GUY PRESENTS: INSECTS they go outside to learn all about other insects like Fly Guy! With straightforward text, humorous asides, and kid-friendly full-bleed photographs throughout, young readers will learn lots of fun facts about all sorts of bugs. Award-winning author/illustrator Tedd Arnold really brings nonfiction to life!Arnold, Tedd PB

Curious George H. A. Rey           

Curious George Visits A Toy Store A new toy store is opening and George can't wait. Once George gets inside, the owner thinks his antics may be bad for business. Will George's playful nature really drive customers away?Rey, H. A. PB

Tiggers Hate to Lose Isabel Gaines           

Too Cool For School Pete the Cat is back in New York Times bestselling author James Dean's beginning reader Pete The Cat: Too Cool For School. In this funny My First I Can Read Book, Pete just can't decide which outfit to wear to school! He has so many options to choose from. Fans of Pete The Cat will enjoy Pete's creativity in choosing the coolest outfit. Pete The Cat: Too Cool For School is a My First I Can Read book, which means it's perfect for shared reading with a child.Dean, James PB

Curious George Rides a Bike Rey, H. A.           

Great Joy It is just before Christmas when an organ grinder and monkey appear on the street corner outside Frances's apartment. Frances can't stop thinking about them, especially after she sees the man and his monkey sleeping outside on the cold street at midnight. When the day of the Christmas pageant arrives, and it's Frances's turn to speak, everyone waits silently.DiCamillo, Kate HC

My School's a Zoo Stu Smith           

Big Max Big Max, the world's greatest detective, helps a king find his missing elephant.Platt, Kin PB

The Coin Counting Book A dynamic introduction to simple addition and coins from one penny to one dollar.Williams, Rozanne L. PB

Starting School Franzeska G. Ewart           

Clifford's First Christmas Clifford, a small red puppy, helps Emily Elizabeth and her parents decorate the Christmas tree, wrap presents, and enjoy Christmas day.Bridwell, Norman PB

Bugs! David T. Greenberg; illustrated by  Lynn Munsinger          

Detective LaRue: Letters From The Investigation While on vacation, Mrs. LaRue receives letters from her dog Ike, who has been falsely accused of harming the neighbor's cats and is trying to clear his name.Teague, Mark HC

Alexander And The Terrible, Horrible, No Good, Very Bad DayOn a day when everything goes wrong for him, Alexander is consoled by the thought that other people have bad days too.Viorst, Judith PB

This Is My Family Families are built in many different ways. This interesting book describes the different members who make up a family including sisters and brothers, parents and stepparents, and grandparents. A creative activity asks children to write a book or a story about their families and add family photos.Kalman, Bobbie PB

If I Built A House Imaginative Jack describes the kind of house he would build--one with a racetrack, a flying room, and a gigantic slide.Van Dusen, Chris PB

Curious George Flies A Kite The mischievous little monkey has a busy day as he befriends rabbits, flies on a kite, and falls in the lake.Rey, Margret and H.A. PB

Shlemazel Challenge Trade Book Grade 3 Hsp (COR)           

Last Stop on Market Street Matt De la Peña           

Last Stop on Market Street Matt De la Peña           

TEN CATS HAVE HATS PB

Draw Me A Star An artist's drawing of a star begins the creation of an entire universe around him as each successive pictured object requests that he draw more.Carle, Eric PB

Learning the Rules Katherine Scraper           



Rooster's Off to See the World Eric Carle           

Reusing And Recycling Discusses how reusing and recycling helps the environment and describes the types of materials that can be recycled.Guillain, Charlotte PB

Clifford's Tricks Clifford and Emily Elizabeth love doing activities together and taking care of each other. The "Big, Red Dog" is a beloved and highly recognized character to the preschool set.Bridwell, Norman PB

A Bed For The Winter The harrowing story of a little dormouse and his frantic search for a safe place to hibernate.Wallace, Karen PB

We Work for You Mindy Krupp           

Gib Got It Rosario, Carmie           

Gib Got It Rosario, Carmie           

Junie B. Jones and that meanie Jim's birthday Barbara Park; illustrated by  Denise Brunkus          

RAIN FOREST EXPLORER Pyers, Greg PB

What Animals Do You See? Cahill, Linda Ross           

I Am a Bug (Scott Foresman Reading: On- Level Reader 6) 1.1Neil Paracuelles           

Peanut Butter And Cupcake Taking his mom's advice to make friends in his new hometown, a little peanut-butter-covered slice of bread meets a hot-dog-walking Hamburger, a Cupcake who is building a sprinkle castle, a cracking-up Egg and other candidates. By the creator of the Bent Objects blog. Simultaneous eBook.Border, Terry HC

Moka All Year Round Agostino Traini, Sundance Publishing          

The Story of Money Maestro, Betsy HC

The Tiny Seed Eric Carle           

The Biggest Pumpkin Ever Two mice, a village mouse and a field mouse, unwittingly care for the same pumpkin and have different plans for it until they finally meet.Kroll, Steven PB

Clifford Takes A Trip Clifford sets out to find the family he lives with when he is left at home while they go on a trip.Bridwell, Norman

Sal to the rescue R. A. Herman; illustrated by  Betina Ogden          

From Seed to Pumpkin (Let's Read and Find Out Science) Wendy Pfeffer           

Waiting Is Not Easy! Required to wait for a special surprise from Piggie, an excited Gerald discovers that he has trouble being patient. By the Caldecott Honor-winning creator of Don't Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus!Willems, Mo HC

UP, UP, AND AWAY: THE STORY OF AMELIA EARHART Canizares, Susan and Chanko, PamelaPB

Seeds Make Trees Olive Jackson           

Reading 2007 Independent Leveled Reader Grade K Unit 4 Lesson 4 Advanced           

Pumpkins James Tandy           

Thea Stilton And The Star Castaways The Thea Sisters are in for a great adventure when they are invited by a professor at Mouseford Academy on a trip to the Moon.Stilton, Thea PB

Little Owl's Night Divya Srinivasan           

SunLit Fluency Readers Agostino Traini           

SunLit Fluency Readers Agostino Traini           

Reading 2007 Independent Leveled Reader Grade K Unit 5 Lesson 1 Advanced           

Celebrate Chinese New Year Children have never had so many reasons to learn how Chinese people everywhere ring in the new and ring out the old. As China takes its new place on the global stage, understanding Chinese culture and values becomes ever more essential to our next generation. For two joyous weeks red is all around. The color represents luck and happiness. Children receive money wrapped in red paper, and friends and loved ones exchange poems written on red paper. The Chinese New Year is also an opportunity to remember ancestors, and to wish peace and happiness to friends and family. The holiday ends with the Festival of Lanterns, as many large communities stage the famous Dragon Dance. Fireworks, parades, lanterns, presents, and feasts: these are some of the joys experienced by all who observe Chinese New Year. Celebrate Chinese New Year is the latest, timely addition to National Geographic's popular Holidays Around the World series. With 25 colorful images and a simple, educational text, the book is a lively invitation to revOtto, Carolyn PB

Great Migrations Laura F. Marsh           

Clifford Goes To Dog School Auntie, who is a dog trainer, thinks Clifford needs to learn obedience, but to Emily Elizabeth the big red dog is perfect already.Bridwell, Norman

SunLit Fluency Readers Agostino Traini           

I Can Play Music (Scott Foresman Reading, Kindergarten Indepedent Reader 8)Theresa Volpe           

The Pet Show Judy Nayer           

From Head to Toe Eric Carle           

Minnow and the Bear Minnow longs to go hunting with the men, but they say he is not big or strong enough yet. Minnow falls in the river and is swept far away from his home and has to fend for himself. But he is not on his own for very long - and his new found friend is a bear! Together they face the dangers and excitements of life in the wilderness, until Winter forces them to make the difficult jouney home.Benedict Blathwayt           

Fall is fun! (Leveled books) Unknown Author           

Fall is fun! (Leveled books) Unknown Author           

Where is It? Anna Hartig           

Pete The Cat Saves Christmas When Santa falls ill and Christmas may have to be canceled, Pete the cat saves the day.Litwin, Eric HC

What Can We Do? Dean August           

A New Friend Paolo Filippi, Sundance Publishing           

Rodeo Time In order to see all the events at the rodeo, Katie and Cameron learn the basics of making a schedule and sticking to it.Murphy, Stuart J. PB

Mexico Chloe Perkins           

Watching The Weather Freeman, Marcia PB

1, 2, 3 To The Zoo Each car on the train has one more zoo animal than the one before, from the first car with an elephant to the last with ten birds.Carle, Eric PB



Who hid it? Francie Alexander           

Some Bugs From butterflies and moths to crickets and cicadas, a rhyming exploration of backyard-bug behavior.Diterlizzi, Angela HC

Clifford's Loose Tooth Lewison, Wendy Cheyette/ Kurtz, John (ILT)/ Kurtz, Sandrina (ILT)/ Bridwell, Norman          

Wonder Bald Eagles Level 3 Read (COR)           

Sam Likes School Callie Jones           

Pig's Trip Sarah Newman           

Born in the Wild           

Reading 2000 Independent Reader Grade K.01 All Around KindergartenChristine Rakow           

Sam And The Big Kids The older children tell Sam he is too small to play with them, but when they need help Sam saves the day.McCully, Emily Arnold PB

Baxter Is Missing A famous author is coming to Treetopolis! Eva and her classmates each have to write a story to share with the author. Eva's excited! But then something terrible happens: Her pet bat, Baxter, goes missing! Eva can't think of anything to write about -- except how much she misses Baxter! With help from her friends, Eva looks everywhere for Baxter. She even hangs up MISSING posters! Where could Baxter be? And will Eva finish her story in time for the author's visit?Elliott, Rebecca PB

Wish Chris Saunders           

Catch That Ball Pearson           

A House is a House for Me Mary Ann Hoberman           

Red Bear, Blue Bear Lindy Lynk           

Prince Fly Guy Tedd Arnold           

Ten Thank-you Letters Daniel Kirk           

My Pet and Me Tyler Martin           

The Paper Bag Princess After her castle and clothes are destroyed by the dragon, Princess Elizabeth, dressed only in a paper bag, sets out to rescue Prince Ronald, who was taken captive.Munsch, Robert PB

We Like Painting Jane Hearn           

Putting Up The Tent Scott Foresman           

Oscar And The Moth When Oscar the kitten has questions about light and dark, Moth explains about different sources of light, how shadows are made, and why it gets dark at night.Waring, Geoff PB

Splat The Cat And The Pumpkin-Picking Plan Join Splat the Cat in New York Times bestselling author-artist Rob Scotton's Splat the Cat and the Pumpkin-Picking Plan . Splat goes to a pumpkin patch with Seymour, and he is determined to find the biggest pumpkin ever. But when he finally does, Splat finds out the real challenge isn't the pumpkin picking-it's how to get the pumpkin home! Includes over 30 stickers for young Splat fans to enjoy. Perfect for fans of the Splat the Cat picture book series, young readers will love laughing along with their favorite furry cat as he thinks up the perfect plan in this hilarious new Splat the Cat 8x8 storybook.Scotton, Rob PB

Puppy Mudge Takes a Bath Rylant, Cynthia           

Encounter A powerful imagining by two Native creators of a first encounter between two very different people that celebrates our ability to acknowledge difference and find common ground. Based on the real journal kept by French explorer Jacques Cartier in 1534, Encounter imagines a first meeting between a French sailor and a Stadaconan fisher. As they navigate their differences, the wise animals around them note their similarities, illuminating common ground. This extraordinary imagining by Brittany Luby, Professor of Indigenous History, is paired with stunning art by Michaela Goade, winner of 2018 American Indian Youth Literature Best Picture Book Award. Encounter is a luminous telling from two Indigenous creators that invites readers to reckon with the past, and to welcome, together, a future that is yet unchartered.Luby, Brittany HC

Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear, School Day Math McGrath, Barbieri           

Dolphins Melvin Berger           

What Can Len Do? Paul Dan           

The Find It Book Margaret Wise Brown           

Hop on Top! Foresman, Scott           

What is the Story of Our Flag?.           

M Is For Money: An Economics Alphabet Uses examples, scenarios, and rhymes to explain complex monetary ideas ranging from taxes to supply and demand.Shoulders, Mike and Shoulders, DebbieHC

Pete The Cat And The Cool Cat Boogiee Practicing a totally groovy new dance, Pete the Cat is told by a grumpy neighbor that his moves are all wrong and he resolves to become a better dancer before receiving advice from wise Owl that he will be most cool when he is just himself. Simultaneous eBook. 300,000 first printing.Dean, James and Kimberly HC

Reading 2007 Independent Leveled Reader Grade K Unit 3 Lesson 2 Advanced           

Conventions and Craft: You wouldn't want to live without sleep!Linda Hoyt           

The Little Tree Max Banco           

Curious George Saves His Pennies Will he able to find his earnings and buy his brand new toy? This humorous story offers up wonderful lessons in saving--and sharing!Rey, H. A. PB

We Can Play Jeanie Carr           

The Ladybug And Other Insects Explores the life cycle of the ladybug and the world of insects, on spiral-bound transparent pages.Bourgoing, Pascale De, Ed. HC

The Good Idea Pam, Ron, and Pam's dad clean up the park.Katherine Scraper           

Even Higher! A Rosh Hashanah Story A skeptical visitor to the village of Nemirov finds out where its rabbi really goes just before the Jewish New Year, when the villagers claim he goes to heaven to speak to God.Kimmel, Eric A. PB

Me! Foresman, Scott           

About Earth Jones, Colleen PB

Underground Homes Lynette Evans           

The Cool Bean Jory John           

Beauty Queen Sarah Mlynowski           

About Insects Yoon Gil           

Wonky Donkey's Surprise From the internationally bestselling creators of The Wonky Donkey comes a special surprise! Another sequel to the viral sensation, The Wonky Donkey, is here! Brought to life by Craig Smith's signature playful verses and Katz Cowley's charming illustrations, Wonky Donkey's Big Surprise is laugh-out-loud fun.Smith, Craig PB



Can You Count? Olive Jackson           

The Tree Lady H. Joseph Hopkins           

The New Zoo James Buckley (Jr.)           

Our Class is a Family Shannon Olsen           

SunLit Fluency Readers Andrea Musso           

This Is Christmas Morning Harshman, Cheryl Ryan PB

Reading as We Grow Julie Michaels           

Strega Nona's Harvest Tomie DePaola           

What Should Danny Do? Adir Levy           

My Papi Has A Motorcycle A celebration of the love between a father and daughter, and of a vibrant immigrant neighborhood, by an award-winning author and illustrator duo. When Daisy Ramona zooms around her neighborhood with her papi on his motorcycle, she sees the people and places she's always known. She also sees a community that is rapidly changing around her. But as the sun sets purple-blue-gold behind Daisy Ramona and her papi, she knows that the love she feels will always be there. With vivid illustrations and text bursting with heart, My Papi Has a Motorcycle is a young girl's love letter to her hardworking dad and to memories of home that we hold close in the midst of change.Quintero, Isabel HC

POLAR BEARS Biel, Timothy L. PB

How a Seed Grows Helene Jamieson Jordan           

Mac and Cheese Sarah Weeks           

We're Going On A Bear Hunt (Book and CD) Rosen, Michael           

Run Wild A celebration of the joy of being outdoors features a child who abandons his digital device in favour of joining a friend outside.David Covell           

Louise Loves Bake Sales The first I Can Read! starring Louise from Louise Loves Art features problem-solving, cupcakes, sibling fun-and, of course, art! This charming I Can Read! story also introduces the concept of how mixing primary colors make new ones. And that creativity comes in all different forms. Louise loves all kinds of art. But when she has to make cupcakes for a bake sale-and everything goes wrong-can she and her brother make messy cupcakes into art?Light, Kelly PB

Big Ben Susie Fineman           

Fish Can Swim Stone, Carla           

Tomorrow I'll be Brave Illustrations by a lettering artist and easy-to-read text reveal a child's bedtime promise to strive the next day to be adventurous, strong, curious, and more.Jessica Hische           

The Office: A Day At Dunder Mifflin Elementary Michael Scott is Line Leader at Dunder Mifflin Elementary! It's a very big job, but Michael is sure he can live up to the "World's Best Line Leader" title printed on his water bottle. There's just one problem--Michael doesn't know how to lead the line. Filled with colorful, detailed illustrations and brimming with Easter eggs and nods to iconic moments from the show, this hilarious reimagining features a pint-sized cast. The story will introduce The Office to a whole new generation and will teach them that everyone needs to ask for help sometimes. Even Line Leaders. The Office is a trademark and copyright of Universal Content Productions LLC. Licensed by Universal Studios 2020. All Rights Reserved.Pearlman, Robb HC


